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Black desert online tools

The comment sharing collection tool has different floors depending on the document built from there. Cascading decides how long it takes to collect with the tool and how long the tool can be used before it breaks down because the tool has durability value. They cannot be repaired. [1] How to get Crafted through workers in tool workshops. Purchased from
material suppliers in some towns. Obtained as rewards from the mission. Obtained by completing certain achievements. Obtained as part of the game with higher priced game packages. The Liquid Collector (to collect blood from dead animals and sap) Lumbering Axe (to collect wood and other materials from trees) Pickaxe (to collect ores, Gemstones and
other materials from stones around the world) Bottles (to collect fresh water or salt, single items used) Knife danning (to collect hidden and hairy from dead animals, mistranslated) Butchering Knife (to collect meat from dead animals) Hoe (to collect herbs, fruits, vegetables, mushrooms and other materials from all kinds of plantlife and mushrooms.
Productivity and opportunity to get a higher product than empty-handed use) References ↑ Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Collecting has been called the most beneficial life skill in BDO. (Players with high levels of Gathering Mastery report anywhere from 60 to 160 million silver per hour.) Along with fishing,
Collecting is one of the easiest life skills for beginners to start making money with. Besides the collecting tool, all you need is Energy. On its own, it allows you to collect all kinds of crafting materials used in other life skills, advanced, and workshop workers. (Collecting documents is especially necessary in Alchemy, which has a greater need for obstructive
resources.) In many mission lines, Life Skills Collected is a requirement that opens up other Life Skills tasks. Page 2 49 comments FlagView HistoryTools in BDO come in different floors depending on what material they are crafted from. The tier determines the time it takes to collect the tool and how often it can be used before it splits because the tools are
worth the time. The tool cannot be repaired. The tools can be: made through workers in tool workshops purchased from Material Suppliers in some towns considered rewards from tasks performed by completing certain achievements retained as part of the game with higher priced game packagesSyringe (to collect blood from dead animals and resin from
trees)Axe (to collect wood from trees and process them into planks through chopping)Pickaxe (to collect ore and stones and gems from stones of the world)Bottles (to collect fresh water or salt , one-time items!) Knife Skin (to collect skin from dead animals, mistranslated)Butchering Knife (to collect meat from dead animals)Collect Hoe (to collect herbs, fruits,
vegetables, spices and seeds from plants and fungi, higher yields and the chance to get a more bare product Rod (for fishing and other marine products from water sources)Rifles (for hunting animals, birds and shooting honeycombs) honey)
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